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Where… Mitchell Creek bisects in a north-south direction the City of Palmerston in the Northern Territory.  The 

creek is almost 20km long (including all tributaries).  The Mitchell Creek Catchment drains an area of 

approximately 15km
2
 into the Elizabeth River and then Darwin Harbour. 
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What… In 1995 Mitchell Creek was described as 

A relatively intact natural drainage system… in undisturbed sites, limited weed invasion and vigorous 

tree regeneration are further indicators of a healthy environment.  A diversity of habitats is 

represented, supporting a range of robust vegetation communities.
1
  

Only fourteen years later, a 2009 report reveals that Mitchell Creek has  

Undergone significant degradation over the last decade due to urbanisation of half of the catchment, 

uncontrolled vehicle access, fire and weed invasion...  All the reaches of Mitchell Creek are showing 

some sign of impact from urban development, with the impacts more pronounced in the creek’s lower 

reaches.
2
   

Apart from its ecological value, the catchment has great amenity value – aesthetically and as a place for 

recreation.  Current uses include physical activities such as, jogging, riding bikes, trail bike riding, 

undertaking nature walks, and picnicking.   

 

  
 

Who… Established only 30 years ago, Palmerston is growing rapidly.  With this growth there has been an 

increase in the number of dwellings and associated infrastructure, and a consequent increase in 

vegetation clearance to allow for this development.  In 2009 a decision was made by the NT 

Government to proceed with the development of 3,500 lots across four new eastern suburbs within a 

short time-frame.  This threat to the catchment provided the impetus for the formation of the Friends of 

Mitchell Creek Catchment Land-care Group (FoMCC) in 2011.  FoMCC consists of members of the 

community dedicated to protecting the ecological values and amenity of arguably Palmerston’s best 

kept secret. 

Contact  

 

08 8932 4565 

friendsofmitchellcreek.org.au  

PO Box 2611, Palmerston NT 0831 

 

                                                      
1
 Denney, S. and Brock, J. (1995) Mitchells Creek Palmerston: Resource Assessment and Management Recommendations.  A report from 

Greening Australia NT to the Strategic Land Use Planning Branch of the NT Department of Lands Housing and Local Government. 

2 Gillam, P. (2009). Water Sensitive Urban Design: Stream Stability Strategies Discussion Paper prepared for the Northern Territory Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure. 

http://www.friendsofmitchellcreek.org.au/
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Why… The two main threats to the catchment are changes in the quantity and quality of habitat. 

Changes in Habitat Quantity 

The most pervasive and obvious threat to the catchment is the ongoing clearance of vegetation for 

development.  This has the immediate effect of destroying or displacing wildlife, but also leads to 

increased chance of weed invasion, and the reduction or removal of connectivity within the catchment.  

The Area Plan designates large areas of native vegetation on the eastern side of the MCC to be cleared 

to make way for new suburbs.  This clearing is already underway – the consequence will be substantial 

loss of habitat. 

Changes in Habitat Quality 

Land not tabled for being cleared is nonetheless undergoing a number of degrading processes.  These 

include erosion, weed invasion (thirty-three weed species are recorded from the catchment; three of 

which are declared noxious), damage caused by uncontrolled vehicle access, and dumping of rubbish 

and garden refuse.  Although the Area Plan indicates that habitat alongside Mitchell Creek will be 

assigned conservation status, the trajectory is that by the time this occurs this currently unprotected land 

will be severely degraded through ongoing misuse, poor management, and significant collateral damage 

from development.  Fire is also a major concern.     

The process of developing the new suburbs increases erosion and sedimentation – a consequence of 

vegetation clearing and fire destruction of riparian vegetation.  The modified surfaces in the new suburbs 

themselves lead to increased stormwater runoff, with that water more likely being polluted and / or 

nutrient-rich.  Increases in flows and decreases in water quality will negatively impact the flora and fauna 

within the creek, with a ripple effect on riparian flora and fauna.   
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How – generally… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FoMCC have a two-pronged approach to retaining catchment values: 

Habitat Management 

There are vegetated areas of the catchment that are not zoned for development; these 

are on land owned by either local or Territory government.  There are some basic 

legislative obligations for this vegetation to be managed by government agencies, but 

no strategic plan for managing the catchment as a whole.   Moreover, the legislative 

obligations, whilst not very onerous, nevertheless stretch the scant resources of the 

public service, meaning that both arms of government may be reluctant to take on more 

land. 

By taking on responsibility for habitat management such as weed control, seed 

collection, re-planting, appropriate burning, erosion control, rehabilitation and restricting 

vehicle access at key locations within the catchment, FoMCC simultaneously enhance 

the values of the catchment and encourage government to accept tenure of the land via 

a shared partnership with the community.   

Protection of Uncleared Land 

There are some remnant vegetation patches in the western side of the catchment.  

These are typically areas that were retained for public open spaces or drains, with the 

exception of one large patch of bush along the escarpment (see below).  FoMCC lobby 

strategically for these vegetated areas to be zoned in such a way that will protect the 

vegetation and retain ecological corridors (see map below).   

On the less-developed eastern side of catchment the imperative is retain as much 

habitat as possible.  In 1996 a report proposed the creation of, a habitat corridor either 

side of the creek to 

Preserve key habitat and provide a suitable buffer from the developed zones to the 

creek to minimise impacts on the corridor function provided by the creek.  

Additionally, the reserve will provide an important natural backdrop and recreational 

asset for residential suburbs… and ultimately the entire Palmerston Eastern 

Suburbs.
3
  

Support for this also comes from an NT Planning Scheme Amendment which states 

that: 

In terms of zoning, the long term intention for Mitchell Creek is to… protect the creek 

corridor through Farrar, Johnston, Zuccoli and Mitchell with Zone Conservation.
4
  

The Area Plan indicates that the Mitchell Creek corridor and some surrounding 

bushland will, in future, be set aside as green space, however the final clearing 

boundaries are not well determined.  The roles of the FoMCC, in this instance, are to 

ensure it is kept in the loop vis-à-vis upcoming rezoning of the land in the new suburbs, 

and also to put pressure on developers and the NT Government to abide by the 

indicative boundaries in the Area Plan, and thereby realise the habitat corridor. 

 

  

                                                      
3
 EcoSystems (1996). Mitchell Creek Parkland Palmerston: NT Drainage and Environmental Management Study prepared for the NT Department of 

Lands, Planning and Environment. 

4 NT Planning Scheme Amendment No. 182 (4/7/2011) 
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How – specifically… 

There are four areas within the catchment that FoMCC have identified as being of interest to the group: 

A.  Escarpment Walk 

Located along the western edge of the suburb of Gunn this is hilly undeveloped country containing popular walking 

trails.  The current zoning of this parcel is in limbo, with FoMCC lobbying for it to be made a conservation reserve.  

FoMCC is interested in maintaining the natural values of this area of the catchment and have been granted a 

permissive occupancy lease for one section of the walk to assist with land management.     

B.  Roystonea Avenue Creek Crossing 

Another project of the FoMCC is to create a narrow corridor of habitat from Mitchell’s Chase, through the suburb of 

Gunn, to where that branch of the creek joins the main creek in the suburb of Johnson.  FoMCC is lobbying for a 

section of wetland in the far south-east of Gunn (adjacent to Sanctuary Lakes) to be zoned Conservation.  Again the 

NT Government has granted FoMCC a permissive occupancy lease to assist in the management of this area.   

 

 

C.  Monsoon Gully 

Located on the eastern edge of the rocky escarpment just north of the World War II heritage site, the gully runs 

through an intact bushland environment into a small swampland.  FoMCC have actively advocated for the protection 

of the gully and surrounding bushland due to proximity of the Johnston Stage 2 residential subdivision (situated just at 

the top of the gully).  FoMCC’s aim is for protection to be high in this area while the suburbs are being built and to 

make sure the area is zoned Conservation (as indicated in the Area Plans). 

D.  Johnston Wetland 

Work is being undertaken to cut through the creek for the construction of the Inpex workers’ camp sewer main which 

runs from Howard Springs to the Rosebery sewer drain.  JKC, the project manager for INPEX, is working with FoMCC 

to rehabilitate the creek banks in Zuccoli at the Lambrick Ave Bridge.  FoMCC have supplied a site restoration 

management plan to JKC recommending works to focus on erosion control followed by a community planting event.  
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